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Where the Water Buffalo Roam
Rome’s Obikà mozzarella bar makes a move to Manhattan.
By Robin Raisfeld & Rob Patronite Published Sep 15, 2008

resh mozzarella has long been a
star of the Italian table, oozing

out onto antipasto plates and melting
in discrete dabs on pizza Margherita.
But no place fetishizes the milky
white blobs as much as Obikà, the
proliferating chainlet of mozzarella
bars founded four years ago in Rome
by Silvio Ursini, an executive at
Bulgari. The jewelry connection is no

accident: Obikà is known for displaying its authentic Neapolitan cheese in glass
tanks, like exceedingly perishable objets d’art, and borrows from the Japanese
sushi-bar tradition in its presentation and aesthetics. (“Obikà” is a slight
modification on an expression in the Neapolitan dialect for “Here it is!”)

After expanding to Milan, London, and Turin, with plans in the pipeline for
Kuwait City and Tokyo, the brand makes its American debut next week. The sleek
Italian-fabricated kiosk, which has taken up residence in the IBM Building atrium,
is a joint venture between the Italian company and New York entrepreneur Reto
Cantone, who’d previously operated a L’Espresso kiosk on the very same spot. It
will be open throughout the day for Italian pastries, salads, antipasti, and pasta,
but the main draw is the mozzarella di bufala DOP, flown in fresh twice or thrice
weekly from Campania.

With the exchange rate being what it is, though, the partners broke from typically
chauvinist Italian culinary tradition to add a more affordable American option:
Bufala di Vermont, made from a herd of water buffalo whose milk is also used for
locally made yogurt and an aged cheese called Ravello. The Italian buffalo
mozzarella, in plain and smoked versions, comes from Paestum, outside of Naples,
and all three can be ordered by the buffalo mozzarella connoisseur as part of an
$18 tasting, for the ultimate creamy, cheesy throwdown. Obikà proudly showcases
other Italian imports like mortadella di Bologna, Sicilian caponata, and Sardinian
pane carasau. For dessert, you can try a small tiramisù (“the original Italian
recipe,” the menu will have you know).

Once the place is up and running, the partners plan to expand to other American
cities, spreading the water-buffalo gospel and the overnighted milky orbs far and
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wide (590 Madison Ave., at 56th St.; 212-355-2217).


